Jeshua on the body
In the world, the body is what your brother or sister sees. Would you not have
it oﬀer Me in every gesture, in every movement, in every choice born of a
Vision NOT of the world? Would you not seek to reveal the Light of Reality so
clearly that no mind can remain imprisoned in the dream of Separation, but
rise to join you, and therefore to join Me in demonstrating that death IS unreal,
and only God IS?
Can you see how important you are as you reflect via the mind and body what
you most believe is true about your Self, and therefore, about God? What DO
you want your brother or sister to see? Remember, the body is simply an
EFFECT of your use of Mind, and reveals clearly what you truly MOST believe
about your Self. Obviously, the lower mind -because it IS split in its dishonesty
- can cherish beliefs about the Self that are merely imagined, but not yet fully
realized.
Until you elect to realize the Self in Form, you will not fully have come to see
that you ARE redeemed, and your brother and sister with you. The body
always reflects perfectly what may yet be hidden in the unconscious, carrying
vibrations you may not wish, just yet, to give up to Love. Primary among these
is the WISH TO KEEP CHRIST HIDDEN, and thus minimize what the mind
knows as 'personal risk'.
Clearly, the idea of personal risk MUST be a delusion, since CHRIST IS NOT A
PERSON, but the fulfillment of Personhood, or Individuation. 'Christ Incarnate'
IS the way in which the Father reveals Himself, calling to His creation to
remember, to waken, to 'come Home, again', as it was in the Beginning, and
even NOW IS.
It is not possible for the body to be apart from the reach of Love's Light, for
this WOULD mean something CAN exist that limits Love. I come not to teach
denial in any form, EXCEPT denial of the ego's thought system, that causes
the EFFECT you see as the 'world'. IT IS NOT THERE. But the Love of God as
the extension of Light, IS. This is why I said to Helen: 'Nothing around you is
but part of you.'You can see nothing BUT the fulness of Creation, which IS
your Self, WHEN you truly remove the obscuring filter of Ego, and its thought
system. Then you will know that 'heaven IS spread across the face of the earth,
but Mankind sees it not.'
The goal of Christ is the full Incarnation of Truth. Truth IS Light, and Light IS
Love. While you will BEGIN your journey by BELIEVING and DESIRING this to
be true, until you Realize the Truth AS your lived Being, you will not yet KNOW
it, for Knowledge is to know by BEING that which is known. It IS your Being
that reflects what you truly accept as true about your Self, about God, and
about Creation.

If you hear My message, you MUST join me in the Great Crusade. This does not
mean the attempt to persuade others of ANY limited belief, nor to adhere to a
thought system as OPPOSED to another, but to go beyond the need of ALL of
them, through your own willingness to undergo Transfiguration.
This MUST transform EVERY aspect of your experience, and among these are
not merely your relationship TO the body, but your expression of Spirit AS the
body, that is, as a temporary Form that can come to be seen even in this
world. I accomplished this both before, and after the crucifixion and
resurrection, and continue to do so. And so shall you.
When I said 'your creations await you', I was not excluding ANYTHING. The
body, your use of it in Time, and in every precious moment of relationship, IS
your creation, or extension of what you have wished to believe. When you
truly no longer wish separation in ANY form, nor at any level, the Light of Soul
WILL penetrate your illusions ABOUT the body, for Soul sees nothing but
Itself; only the intellect, or lower mind insists on the duality of Spirit and
Matter. The language of duality IS necessary in the beginning, for discerning is
essential. However, Oneness emerges as the need for duality is completed, and
teaching takes on a new form, revealing and guiding you if you are willing.
Remember, there is nothing outside you.
-The world is a vast array of perceptions, attitudes, and beliefs designed to veil
Reality from your Self, to 'see wrongly' and thus MAKE your own kingdom.
THERE IS NO SIN IN THIS, only the eternal use of freedom to USE LIGHT to
experience what you wish. In the end of all wishing, only Reality is desired.
Then, the Great Return begins. When correction is completed truly, THEN is
the Holy Child of God returned to the role of Creator, for have I not said: you
were created to create?
The extension of Creation IS your natural role. It remains so in all dimensions
EXCEPT in the world you have made to forget Creation. Yet, creation is not
complete UNTIL you join me in the transfiguration of the world itself, thus
proving its unreality, AND revealing that Only Love IS Real. IN Love is perfect
power. You have ALWAYS been using it, and cannot help but do so. WHAT you
use it FOR determines everything. Let your final desire be the coming of
heaven to earth, that not one vestige of your Self, not one brother or sister can
justify the Dream of separation any longer!
If you give yourself to this, I will give myself to you fully as you rise up to your
one purpose: To BE the living demonstration in all aspects that Christ IS risen!
This IS much more than mere belief. It must come to penetrate and
encompass 'the least jot and tittle' of Mankind's shared experience. Be you,
therefore, that which you ARE, and you ARE the Light made visible IN the very
world you once made to attempt the denial of Light. Remember, you will

NEVER walk alone, and all power is given you, NOW, to go beyond all that you
think you are, to discover all that you TRULY are, and know it by BEING it. In
this is time itself transfigured into eternity.
When heaven has fully 'come to earth', the purpose of Time will be completed.
You CAN, and MUST, escape your illusions, but you CANNOT and should never
WANT to escape your Purpose, and can this be other than My own? We come
to reveal God, until all of Creation is returned AS That One, and creation is
completed in its unified expression of PRAISE FOR LOVE.
Ameyn.

